anita virgil

jenny v.

M

others and grandmothers are the ones who eavesdrop on the little ones--and serve as
amanuenses for some of their irresistible commentaries. They are also pack-rats who
salvage bits of paper adorned by pencils and pens, crayons and paint. They know which
are the ones too good to waste on refrigerator doors.
It can be decades before anyone sees this stash again. If ever. But this collection began when I
recently unpacked my daughter’s childhood gems created between the ages of 4 & 9. And then I
dug out a file of work by another member of my family with artistic inclination, her son who produced
this fat chick after we’d had a chat on hormonally enhanced chickens!

art: chad g.

Between these two chicks is a span of half a century. But what they produce has enduring
value.
The simplicity, directness and startlingly fresh observations so admired by mature writers
and artists. Many of them have said it is what they seek to recapture: that pure vision of a
child.
In the 17th century, the Japanese master poet Basho said : “If you want a haiku, let it be
composed by a child three feet tall.” 1 Most all the work that follows has been done by
children from pre-school to age nine. Sprinkled into the mix are works by some fine
contemporary haiku poets. They allowed me to combine their work with that of children’s
art to create a few haiga. Conversely, today’s wee artists have literally created work to
“go with” some funny sayings by others. All blends seamlessly.

Without either of us knowing about haiku, Jenny [aka Jennifer V. Gurchinoff whose
photography I often use in haiga] knocked this one out. What she said then that I jotted
down, I now know opens with a classic Japanese seasonal theme phrase “the long night” yo
naga. 2

words & art: jenny v.

Sure as all wise ones know, big things come from small beginnings. Another of her earliest
bon mots came as her daddy was working on the car:

words & art: jenny v.

From this point on, Editor Caroline Skanne and I fell lock-step into swapping marvels of
children’s “arts and minds.” Knowing how I love mushrooms, she sent me this by her little
girl.

words & art: violet a/s. (age 6)

Then, Caroline shared the experience of a recent river walk with Mistress Violet (age 6) who
was consoling a dandelion:

photo: wikimedia commons

words: violet a/s.

On the other hand, and at the same age—though 47 years ago—the following art and text on
evolution came from Jenny. Until reexamining the piece, I never realized that she absorbed
what I must have been chattering about! I had been totally focused on the painting of
Monkey, a favorite wooden toy of hers!

words & art: jenny v

These display two 6-year olds’ growing brilliance. But the same shine is evident in a far
younger child:

words: anna m. (age 4) 3
art: w. kandinsky

Another time during that same year of the new baby, Anna was overheard saying

anna: i can’t take this many grandmas
this time of day.
rachel: what time of day?
anna: i just can’t take it !

words: anna m. (age 6)
art: jenny v.

A morning spent at our library during Story Hour, after which I had all the children draw me
anything, I watched this little 6-year old fellow as he colored away top down. Arm across
the page, I only saw the tops of the heads and thought: It’s a Mayan God ?

Or a stegosaurus? No, more likely it’s a dragon. When he finished, I asked “What is it?” The little
fellow looked straight at me and simply stated the obvious: “It’s me and my dad.”
And then I looked and saw his silky black hair sticking straight up at the back of his head. He had a
cowlick! “ And so has his father,” said Grace Benson, the boy’s mom, showing me a photo of them
together. Sure enough, the dad has whiskers.

art: jet b. (age 6)

alex g.

Pancake Morning
3-year-old alex g. is manfully gripping the pitcher
of maple syrup retrieved from
a low pantry shelf.
What do you want me to do wif the pancakey syrup, Nini?
Me, tending to pancakes at the stove:
Just put it on the table.
He does.
Then sits down to watch the spreading sweet puddle
on the tabletop.

In her famous poem “Poetry,” the American poet, Marianne Moore, told us
poets are “literalists of the imagination. “ How early in life that seed takes root.

photo: lisa pitcher

Can you imagine what utterances these kindly doctors are privy to as they ply their trade!

senryu: bruce boynton 4

first light
in dawn's forest
a bird peeps 5

art: violet a/s.
haiku: jane reichhold

It doesn’t take much time in this world for some little folks to figure out how to get what they
want. One very wise ”peep” went forth from a 5-year-old to his grandfather. Unbeknownst to
his parents, Clifford wrote it and, by himself, he managed to mail this letter! It arrived
safely-- and productively-- at its destination far away. No “Esta Byne” = Easter Bunny
intervention required. And “Green fiDer” framed and saved it all these years.
Translator’s note: “ehrste pekshr at The Broke” = “anD There is an interesting picture at The
Back.”
words: clifford p. (age 5)

Violet painted this picture especially for Garry Gay’s senryu. When hearing it, she explained
matter-of-factly: “That’s what you do with broken things. “

senryu: garry gay 6

art: violet a/s.

haiku: anita virgil 7
art: jenny v.

words & art: jenny v.

From these sad moments, great ones often follow. . . .

haiku: debbi antebi
photo: wikimedia commons

Antebi’s snowman is abundant with the poignancy of ancient Japanese poetry, with their
aesthetic of yugen: a profound, mysterious sense of the beauty of the universe… and the sad
beauty of human suffering. My first reaction to this contribution by Debbi Antebi was: This
may be an 8-year-old’s words, but it is a classic poem! Universal in application.
silence
between words
stories

jane reichhold 8

When asked for the name of her son, Antebi’s disclosure to us was: This was, indeed, a
“story” for http://nanoism.net/stories/351/.
She has no son.
“The reason I used the voice of an eight-year-old was because of the raw honesty in kids’
perspective, which simplifies the complex elegantly.”
No better representation could there be of Basho’s admonition to poets: “If you want a
haiku, let it be composed by a child three feet tall.” Here, Antebi has turned a sad private
life-experience into poetry. She uses a child’s “voice” as the perfect vehicle to do so.

There is always unsurpassed hope in children anticipating Christmas.

sweater & photo: jennifer virgil gurchinoff

the little girl
hangs all the ornaments
on the nearest branch

*
snowstorm
a baseball glove
under the Christmas tree
senryu & haiku: cor van den heuvel 9;10

senryu: bruce boynton 11
art: jenny v.
This time, a child’s wishes didn’t come true. Here, expectancy is met with enormous
disappointment—one that lingers deep down through the years. And these little ones ?
“They abide, and they endure” says Lillian Gish at the very end of the classic 1955 film,
“Night of the Hunter.” Nevertheless, the old pain resurfaces in Boynton’s beautifully
serious senryu.
There are other kinds of pain our little ones suffer. Here is a tale of two little girls who want
Barbie dolls. Different outcomes.

art: jenny v.
words: anonymous

tanka: michael mcclintock 12
art: a nonymouse

bad words & art: jenny v.

tyler: mom, my iPad is slow. I think it has a fungus.
A what?
tyler: you know—a fungus. Like what computers get.
You mean a virus?
tyler: yeah, that!

words & art: tyler p.

senryu: anita virgil
art: jenny v.

art: jenny v.
words: anna m.

jaxon r/k & friends

j.v.

photo: a. h. reiss photography

And then we have the way little girls react to scary stuff:

horror movie
my sister screams
between her fingers

senryu: kala ramesh 14
What these children are fascinated by and watching nowadays is no more horrible than the
originals of fairy tales from past times. Cinderella’s step-sisters cutting off a toe, slicing a
heel to fit into the glass slipper and trailing blood is not in the Disney version! Nor the birds
pecking out the wicked sisters’ eyeballs. . . Witches eating little children, poisoning them.
These were morality tales designed to keep children in line. Victoriana included this ghastly
tale of Mathilda Who Told Lies and Was Burned To Death, a variation on crying Wolf!

Another favorite at our house was from the teeny book set, Chicken Soup With Rice by
Maurice Sendak: the volume about Pierre whose pat response was ” I don’t care” to
anything his parents or anyone else said to him. Not even when he was threatened by a
talking lion! ”So the lion ate Pierre.” Kids are thrilled and chilled by all the mayhem
depicted. But eventually, the fright engendered by such preposterous stories diminishes.
Despite all the artful attempts at using allegory, fables, parables to scare our little ones into
good behavior, most grow up to be a mixed bag of what people have always been. . . .

T

he clouds drift off . . .
and the day alters .
With it, our moods.

photo: caroline skanne

words: violet a/s.

photo: ted blood

haiku: cor van den heuvel 15

Well into collecting work for this project, a poem of Cor van den Heuvel’s came to mind: the
little girl and the Christmas tree. But always, when digging for one purpose, I unearth
unexpected treasures. This time, Cor’s “toy boat” turned up, too. Next, the hunt ended
with the above image. I sent it to Cor with this note: “Do you love this haiga? It looks like
you as a boy! Betcha.” His reply: “By the way, there is a picture of me as a kid (My hair as
blonde as this kid's) in one of my Facebook albums (I think it's titled something like Pictures
of Cor). I'm holding a toy sailboat. I'm sitting on my aunt's front steps next to my younger
sister.” [AV & CVDH pers. corres. 6-8-16]

cor van den heuvel and agnes
i digged a hole with my spoon and stuck my hand in and
i said to myself theres a whole world down there

jenny v., my daughter, said that over 47 years ago. I saved it for the title of a book of her
earliest art and original commentaries. In a flash, serendipity brought this delightful childish
observation home once more.

sips
on a summer day
for me
cool milk

art: violet a/s.
haiku: anita virgil 16

haiku: jane reichhold 17
art: jenny v.

art: violet a/s.
senryu: caroline skanne

photo: wikimedia

bed time...
she asks if her rag doll
can stay up late

senryu: kala ramesh 18

Bedtime, and now she can have nothing but
sweet dreams . . . .

art: evie w. (age 8)

Asking the little girl
if the tooth fairy came:
“yeth,” she says.

senryu: alan pizzarelli 19
art: al sirois

jaxon r/k.

photo: deborah ramey

words: jaxon r/k. (age 6)

craig g.

In our climbing tree a boy is often at his happiest. . . Except one year when Craig
took his long cowboy rope and tied himself to this tree. Way up high. Honeysuckle
sweetness wafting on the breeze. Bird songs fill the woods. Suddenly a sad call rings out:
“HELP!” The poor fellow had to pee—and couldn’t undo all his knots! “Let ‘er rip. Don’t
worry about it, ” I told him from down below. Got the hose ready while he took care of
“ business.” Once untangled—and so embarrassed—he got to terra firma, got toweled off
and into the fresh clothes grandmas always keep on hand, he wolfed down what erases any
bad moment.

craig g.

clifford p.

photo: ann pavalonis

When are we ever privileged to record the actual moments of creation? Here, that amazing
child who wrote to his Green fiDer, was caught in the act. A bigger reward than spying this
dinosaur. Not to mention his exquisite detailed observation of ferns in the Jurassic Period.
This fellow [or lady saur?] is merely checking out the menu du jour.

art: clifford p. (age 5)

M

y first grandson, tree-climbing Craig, hit 3rd grade by ratting on me! Alas, when
his teacher mentioned haiku, he told her his grandmother is a haiku poet!
Soon I got the dreaded call. “Would I come & etc.?” I’d relished doing lectures
for Honors English high school classes and college students. Easy for me-- and rich. But 8year-olds? I was at a loss.

Now, all these years later, I am glad I “did” those 3rd grade classes. A great challenge it was
to figure out how to communicate the concept of “ a poetry of implication.” But I got their
attention. Far more than I ever guessed. The Thank-you letters I received hint at the
reception.
One thing I always insisted upon was having two class-periods on the subject: first day
introducing the culture and poetry and arts of Japan. Visual materials. Even a couple of
Japanese senryu. The second day was devoted to contemporary haiku-- and a few senryu
by English language poets.
For openers, I dispelled the 5-7-5 English language syllable- counting myth that is the
proscribed way teachers in America dismiss haiku in no time-- and to no avail at all. So
evident in the letter below. Troy’s “haiku” is written according to all prior teaching
instruction. The result is endemic. Redundant over-writing to meet what has been taught
about syllable requirement.

I stressed the difference in time-duration between English syllables [ “it” vs. “through” and
Japanese onji, the latter all short and equal like do-re-mi-fa-so as in “The Sound of Music.”
Hence, Sydney’s succinct encapsulation: “the real way.”

Different from the usual practice in teaching haiku, I never ask anyone of any age to write a
haiku on the spot! “You don’t know enough to.” Even so, as I packed up to leave, children
would rush back into the classroom from the playground reciting a ‘haiku’ at me that they’d
just written! ( Better than a lot I read for decades in haiku publications.)

photo:: wikimedia commons/ SLICK-O-BOT

“we have to wate” refers to my telling them: You don’t have to dig into your imagination
and make things up. Poems are everywhere. “Wait, and one will come along, right before
your eyes! Ordinary everyday things, all around you. If you look . . . .“ Unknowingly, I set a
trap for myself with that comment. But I confess, the hilarious result was in two startling
Thank-you letters:

Lordy, whatever had I blurted out to these little innocents?! Looking through the wrong
end of the telescope to 1997, for a while I simply could not recall.
Then my own words
came back at me: “Poetry is everywhere-- if you look.”

art: anita virgil

I had told them about one winter morning when my puppy went outside to do her daily
business. Then she dashed back into the warm house. I was still outside, lost in thought
gazing at what she left on the lawn, watching steam rising from it. . . And this was the haiku I
later wrote.
frozen grass . . . . . .
steam from a turd rises
toward the morning stars 20

Even Japan’s master poet, Basho, wrote a haiku about a horse “pissing” in a famous poem
from the late 1600s. Scatological stuff delights little minds. An earlier haiku I gave them on
the same topic:
yesterday’s grass
pokes out
of the kitty turd 21

The last most memorable moment was at that other school. The minute I opened the
classroom door a little boy was jumping up and down in his seat hooting:

“Tell us the FART POEM again, Mrs. Virgil!”
He referred to the ancient Japanese senryu I’d read them the day before:
Letting rip a fart—
It doesn’t make you laugh
When you live alone. 22

There is no doubt, with a selection of age-appropriate senryu, they provide a wonderful way
to reach children. As do visual materials. Among many, I had also brought a set of coasters
depicting Sharaku’s Japanese Kabuki actors and they were passed around to all the children.
A hit!

It is merely an extension of the Japanese haiga [hai-poem + ga-art] which marries haiku with

an ink painting. ( No Nikons or Canons or iPhones then. )

Today, some poets who write haibun occasionally use this same approach: illustrated
material, paintings or photos, bring another dimension to their terse prose. Yet some
contemporary haiku magazines eschew any haibun with pictorial imagery!
Once in a while, Basho added his brush painting to his haiku:

Haiku, Vol. 1 Eastern Culture , R. H. Blyth, 1949.

Basho’s famous 17th century haibun, Oku no Hosomichi was especially revered by Buson, the
18th century Bunjinga (or Nanga) * poet/painter . Here is a fragment of the hand scroll
containing Basho’s entire travel diary illustrated with Buson’s art.

wikimedia commons

detail of Buson art

*Bunjinga is also called Nanga and on the British Museum website it states that: “The
Japanese Bunjinga school of literati ‘scholar-amateur’ artists flourished in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. It is also known as Nanga (‘Southern painting’).”
in The Japan Times August 7, 2014.

j.v.

I

ntuitively, those with highly developed visual aptitude will experiment with whatever the
tools at hand. Unhampered by rules, they will mix&match to suit their own imaginative
objectives. Here it is the typewriter which adds a new dimension to expression. “Art”
and “Literature” coalesce!

chad g.

words & art: chad g.

Time: 2002
Place: my den
Characters: me & chad who is 6
Phone rings. It’s his mom.
Me: It’s for you.
Chad is too busy typing on my old typewriter to respond.
Finally he asks:
WHO is calling ?
Me: Who do you think?!
No reaction. Typing continues.
Me again, louder:
It’s the President of the United States!
He wants to know how to spell CAT.

So began that day while Chad was incorporating his new-found skill onto one of his drawings.
This was during his Fish Period. ( He had already passed his Bird Period. More of that later
on . . . ) But looking closely at it, I thought: How funny . . . Pastries ? Odd what charming
notions kids will come up with. (And why not? Surely the wrasse enjoys the fare. . . )
Only later did I realize -- when they can’t quite manage the spelling part!
But I prefer to leave this malapropism just so. It works both ways. Adds unintended humor.
And for the haiku poet, a new layer of meaning can be achieved with double entendre.
Rarely, but consciously employed, it expands a tiny poem in amazing ways. In the first, it is
“limbs.” The tree’s outside my bathroom window. And my own.
morning bath
clouds & birds float between
still wet limbs 23
In the second of mine, “taking” acts as a pivot word, a kakekotoba. It works differently with
what precedes and what follows it.
twilight
taking
the trees 24
This last one by Jane Reichhold uses “waves” as noun and then as verb. Enormous scope it
lends to such a tiny poem!
waves
dune grass
waves 25

One more from Chad’s Fish Period:

words & art: chad g.

In this one, the boy is “telling it like it is” – what we grownups aim for in writing senryu. The
candor of young children, their unvarnished appraisals of what they experience are what I
cherish most about senryu. This early artwork speaks-- on one level-- of all predators!
Later on came his Boat Period. He copied sectional plans of the Lusitania, too--its holds,
watertight compartments. If his next words seem cavalier, not so. They are words ” nonmoral, transcending all judgments of good and bad” that typify the senryu. [R. H. Blyth,
Japanese Humour , Japan Travel Bureau, Tokyo, 1957. p. 130. ] The boy’s focus is on the
massive boat that did not live up to the claim it was unsinkable.

“If I was on the Titanic I’d say: So much for that boat!”

words: chad g.
artist: gordon johnson 26

But before Chad’s Boat Period, as mentioned, was his Bird Period.

Dr. Chad G.
Asst. Professor Ornithology

Let’s see what the problem is--

Aha . . . October novonder !

With my special fluted pastry cutter,

it’s obvious:

You have a

serious case of piecrust stuck in yer beak! !

art: mary s. (age 9)

Too bad Chad didn’t know Mary. What he could have told her about penguins during his Bird
Period! And what I would have told her long before that, for another favorite book of mine
when I was nine was

Oh how I wanted my own penguin! I settled for a baby rooster.
But I keep a copy of this old book in the bookcase in what I call “The Baby Room” where
all the grandchildren stay for “sweepovers.” The bookcase is jamful of children’s books
of all kinds iluding Grimm’s and Anderson’s Fairy Tales, Beatrix Potter’s Peter Rabbit series,
the Pooh books and Milne’s poems , bird books, bug books, butterfly books, dog breeds
book, It’s a Magical World with Calvin and Hobbs, Little Women, Little Men, Hans Brinker and
the Silver Skates, The Little Prince by St. Exupery, Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn, Richard Scarry’s
Dictionary, 1908 Sears Roebuck Catalogue , French for Cats by de la Barbe, Peanuts Treasury,
The Civil War, Madeline,Where’s Waldo?, the Wizard of OZ. Chicken Soup with Rice by
Maurice Sendak, Alice in Wonderland, Archy and Mehitabel, Far Side Gallery 4, Jungle Tales,
Moominpappa’s Memoirs, Shirley Jackson’s Life Among the Savages and and and and and . . .
And that brings us to the next most important place for young and old:

art: ca’riceya m. (age 8)

There’s “a lot more than meets the eye” in this jolly drawing of my local library building. It
had been tacked on the staff kitchen’s refrigerator door for years. But the minute it was
shown to me, I wanted to use it.
What pleased me first about Ca’Riceya’s picture was her appreciation for what our public
libraries offer--where the wide world begins for so many young people.
Next detail that struck her as worthy of inclusion, the child emphasized the octagonal dome
on our library. These elements connect us to our third president, Thomas Jefferson. In this
Virginia county where Jefferson built Poplar Forest, his second home [as a retreat from his
famous Monticello], the dome and columns are ubiquitous architectural features.

“ I cannot live without books, ”Jefferson wrote John Adams. He not only loved learning and
the arts for their own sake, but sought always to acquire knowledge useful to man. It was
his vast collection that established the beginnings of our Library of Congress. Among
Jefferson’s library were books on classical architecture. From them he learned how to
design not only Monticello, but the homes of friends and his other most-loved effort: the
University of Virginia. The influence was 16th century architect Andrea Palladio’s The Four
Books of Architecture.

Palladio: La Rotunda, Vicenza, Italy

Monticello

University of Virginia

Ca’Riceya’s mother related to me what her daughter felt about the flag in her picture:
“It represents the freedom that we have to go to the library and how much fun it could be to
do something new.” [pers. corres. Takisha Miller to AV June 27, 2016.]

art: violet a/s (age 6)

“ The Princess & the Pea manqué”? Or, mayhaps ‘tis an ad for a mattress sale?
“Sleep like a Princess on our Beauty Rest” . . . . On the other hand, it’s an equally great ad for
extension hair pieces: “ Blondes have more fun!” No matter what foolishness I first
conjured up, those mattress drawings are enviable.
Reminded me of two great 20th century American artists. Ben Shahn ( 1898- 1969) whose
most famous series of work was of Sacco and Vanzetti. But it is Shahn’s quality of line I
associated with little Violet’s mattress art. Particularly in his “Flags.”

Ben Shahn

Shahn’s design influence on commercial art and illustration of mid-20th century was
enormous.

His whimsical owl
reminds me of my daughter’s which appeared earlier
herein. [ Her childhood art is designated “jenny v.”]
The drawing below has long been another Shahn favorite. Grandson Alex (the former
Pancake-Syrup-Expert ) is now a fine musician. This summer, at Interlochen Arts Camp, he
performed on sax as part of a quartet. They were filmed standing in front of a practice studio
exactly like this:

Ben Shahn

For me, Violet’s vigorous use of line also reminded me of the drawings of David Stone
Martin (1913-1992). Old jazz record album covers were a major source of his illustration art:

David Stone Martin

The first sign of incipient talent begins soon after a child wiggles to the rhythms of music.
Or when another picks up a pencil or a crayon, or dips a brush into watercolor and becomes
completely immersed in what they are making. A whiff of what the future may bring is in
their unique observations about their world. Notice these things. And for the betterment of
us all, nurture it.
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